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The map of pure mathematics.

My research
(Modular)
representa-
tion theory

(Higher)
category theory

Low-
dimensional

topology

Fusion and
modular

categories

Quantum
and classical

Lie theory

Algebraic
combinatorics

Group and
semigroup

theory

Quantum and
string physics

Some honorable mentions.

2-representation theory is a very modern version
of representation theory.

Categorification and positivity
are of importance in cluster theory.

My interest in semigroup theory (cells)
has overlap with ring and ideal theory.

2-representation theory (via modular representation theory)
connects to algebraic number theory and fractal geometry.

Various other connection (topology, category theory, mathematical physics...)
are currently explored.

Today.

A short tour through 2-representation theory (black)

keeping an eye on its ramifications (blue).
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Slogan. Representation theory is group theory in vector spaces.

symmetries of n-gons ⊂ Aut(R2)

{ }

Idea (Coxeter ∼1934++).

Fix a flag F .

Fix a hyperplane H0 permuting
the adjacent 0-cells of F .

Fix a hyperplane H1 permuting
the adjacent 1-cells of F , etc.

This gives a
generator-relation presentation.

The representation theory approach.

Reduce a non-linear problem to questions in linear algebra.

Problem involving
a group action

G X

Problem involving

a linear group action

K[G] KX

Decomposition of

the problem

into simples

“linearize”

new
insights?
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Pioneers of representation theory

Let G be a finite group.

Frobenius ∼1895++, Burnside ∼1900++. Representation theory is the useful?

study of linear group actions

M : G −→ Aut(V),

with V being some vector space. (Called modules or representations.)

The “atoms” of such an action are called simple. A module is called semisimple if it
is a direct sum of simples.

Maschke ∼1899. All modules are built out of simples (“Jordan–Hölder” filtration).

“M(g) = a matrix in Aut(V)”

We want to have a
categorical version of this!

“M(a) = a matrix in End(V)”

We want to have a
categorical version of this.

I am going to explain what we can do at present.
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collection (“category”) of modules ! the world

modules ! chemical compounds

simples ! elements

semisimple (e.g. groups & C) ! only trivial compounds

non-semisimple (e.g. semigroups/algebras) ! non-trivial compounds

Main goal of representation theory. Find the periodic table of simples.

Example.

Z/2Z→ End(C2), 0 7→
(

1 0
0 1

)
& 1 7→

(
0 1
1 0

)

Common eigenvectors: (1, 1) and (1,−1) and base change gives

0 7→
(

1 0

0 1

)
& 1 7→

(
1 0

0 −1

)

and the module decomposes.

Example.

C[X ]/(X 2)→ Aut(C2), 1 7→
(

1 0
0 1

)
& X 7→

(
0 1
0 0

)

Common eigenvector: (1, 1) and (1,−1) and base change gives

1 7→
(

1 0
0 1

)
& X 7→

(
0 1
0 0

)

and the module is non-simple, yet does not decompose.

Morally: representation theory of algebra is “rarely” semisimple.
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Categorification in a nutshell

set N

category Vect

The point of categorification.

The category Vect has the whole power of linear algebra at hand!

There is nothing comparable for N:
N is just a shadow of Vect.

Slogan. 2-representation theory is group theory in categories.

M
2-module

i 7→M (i)
category

F 7→M (F)
functor

α 7→ M (α)
nat. trafo

M
1-module

i 7→ M(i)
vector space

F 7→M(F)
linear map

m
0-module

i 7→ m(i)
number

categorical module

categorifies

categorifies

categorifies

categorifies

categorifies

What one can hope for.

Problem involving
a group action

G X

Problem involving

a categorical
group action

Decomposition of

the problem

into 2-simples

“categorify”

new
insights?

What I am working on—three flavors of categorical representation theory.

Clearly, there are many ways to go from here. My main paths at the moment:

(A) Finitary 2-representation theory. (I will discuss this in a second.)

Comment. This categorifies the representation theory of finite-dimensional algebras.
Main goals. Find the periodic tables of 2-simples , advance the abstract theory.

Ramifications. (Modular) representation theory, categorical algebra,
(higher) category theory, group and semigroup theory.

(B) 2-representation theory in Lie theory.

Comment. Related to various flavors of geometric representation theory.
Main goals. Study classical categories by studying functors acting on them.

Ramifications. Classical and Lie theoretic algebra, (modular)
representation theory, algebraic combinatorics, Kazhdan–Lusztig theory.

(C) 2-representation theory in topology.

Comment. Related to the celebrated link homologies and categorical braid group actions.
Main goals. Find “hidden or higher structures” in 3- or 4-dimensional topology.

Ramifications. Low-dimensional topology, representation theory, quantum Lie theory,
quantum and string physics, homological algebra.
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Slogan. Finitary 2-representation theory is the study of algebras via categories.

Let C be a finitary 2-category.

Etingof–Ostrik, Chuang–Rouquier, many others ∼2000++. Higher
representation theory is the useful? study of actions of 2-categories:

M : C −→ End(V),

with V being some finitary category. (Called 2-modules or 2-representations.)

The “atoms” of such an action are called 2-simple.

Mazorchuk–Miemietz ∼2014. All (suitable) 2-modules are built out of 2-simples
(“weak 2-Jordan–Hölder filtration”).

“M (F) = a functor in End(V)”

Main goal of 2-representation theory. Find the periodic table of 2-simples.

Example. (Group-like) C = VecG or Rep(G).
Status. Semisimple, classification of 2-simples well-understood. Example

Comments. VecG can be see as the categorical analog of G .

Example. (Group-like) C = Repsesi
q (g)level n.

Status. Semisimple, finitely many 2-simples,
classification of 2-simples only known for g = SL2, some guesses for general g .

Comments. These categories and their 2-representations arose from quantum physics.

Example. (Semigroup-like) C = Hecke category.
Status. Non-semisimple, we (finally—after 10 years) have now a complete classification

by reducing the problem to the above examples.
Comments. The Hecke category (a categorification of the Hecke algebra)

and its 2-representation play a crucial role in modern mathematics.
Our main result is a categorification of the theory

of representations of Hecke algebras.

Question (“2-representation theory”).

Find the periodic table 2-simples of a fixed finitary 2-category.

In a lot of cases this has a very satisfactory answer.

This is the categorification of

‘Classify all simples a fixed finite-dimensional algebra’,

but much harder, e.g. it really is like
working over Z and non-semisimple.

Applications and ramifications—examples.

The theory generalizes various classical construction as
e.g. representation theory of Hopf algebras.

The theory is intrinsically connected to Lie theory and
modular representation theory, where we proved and disproved several “conjectures”.

The theory has applications in low-dimensional
topology and mathematical physics.

The theory has relations to computational algebra
and a lot of data is collected numerically.

Example

Take away message.

We systematically study abstract 2-analogs of finite-dimensional algebras,
hoping to “unite” the vast theory of 2-representations.
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The map of pure mathematics—my part of it and ramifications.

My research
(Modular)
representa-
tion theory

(Higher)
category theory

Low-
dimensional

topology

Fusion and
modular

categories

Quantum
and classical

Lie theory

Algebraic
combinatorics

Group and
semigroup

theory

Quantum and
string physics

Some honorable mentions.

2-representation theory is a very modern version
of representation theory.

Categorification and positivity
are of importance in cluster theory.

My interest in semigroup theory (cells)
has overlap with ring and ideal theory.

2-representation theory (via modular representation theory)
connects to algebraic number theory and fractal geometry.

Various other connection (topology, category theory, mathematical physics...)
are currently explored.

Today.

A short tour through 2-representation theory (black)

keeping an eye on its ramifications (blue).
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Slogan. Representation theory is group theory in vector spaces.

symmetries of n-gons ⊂ Aut(R2)

−e1

e1

e2

−e2 e1−e2

e2−e1

•

•

•

•

•

•

1
s

t
ts
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w0

{ }{(
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0 1
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,
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−1 0
1 1

)
,

(
1 1
0 −1

)
,

(
0 1
−1 −1

)
,

(
−1 −1
1 0

)
,

(
0 −1
−1 0

)}

1 s t ts st sts=tst
w0

Idea (Coxeter ∼1934++).

Fix a flag F .

Fix a hyperplane H0 permuting
the adjacent 0-cells of F .

Fix a hyperplane H1 permuting
the adjacent 1-cells of F , etc.

This gives a
generator-relation presentation.

The representation theory approach.

Reduce a non-linear problem to questions in linear algebra.

Problem involving
a group action

G X

Problem involving

a linear group action

K[G] KX

Decomposition of

the problem

into simples

“linearize”

new
insights?
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collection (“category”) of modules ! the world

modules ! chemical compounds

simples ! elements

semisimple (e.g. groups & C) ! only trivial compounds

non-semisimple (e.g. semigroups/algebras) ! non-trivial compounds

Main goal of representation theory. Find the periodic table of simples.

Example.

Z/2Z→ End(C2), 0 7→
(

1 0
0 1

)
& 1 7→

(
0 1
1 0

)

Common eigenvectors: (1, 1) and (1,−1) and base change gives

0 7→
(

1 0

0 1

)
& 1 7→

(
1 0

0 −1

)

and the module decomposes.

Example.

C[X ]/(X 2)→ Aut(C2), 1 7→
(

1 0
0 1

)
& X 7→

(
0 1
0 0

)

Common eigenvector: (1, 1) and (1,−1) and base change gives

1 7→
(

1 0
0 1

)
& X 7→

(
0 1
0 0

)

and the module is non-simple, yet does not decompose.

Morally: representation theory of algebra is “rarely” semisimple.
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Categorification in a nutshell

set N
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dim.
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inj.

all n-dim.
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V
f

W

A universe itself!

all rank 1
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g
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A universe itself!

The point of categorification.

The category Vect has the whole power of linear algebra at hand!

There is nothing comparable for N:
N is just a shadow of Vect.

Slogan. 2-representation theory is group theory in categories.

M
2-module

i 7→M (i)
category

F 7→M (F)
functor

α 7→ M (α)
nat. trafo

M
1-module

i 7→ M(i)
vector space

F 7→M(F)
linear map

m
0-module

i 7→ m(i)
number

categorical module

categorifies

categorifies

categorifies

categorifies

categorifies

What one can hope for.

Problem involving
a group action

G X

Problem involving

a categorical
group action

Decomposition of

the problem

into 2-simples

“categorify”

new
insights?

What I am working on—three flavors of categorical representation theory.

Clearly, there are many ways to go from here. My main paths at the moment:

(A) Finitary 2-representation theory. (I will discuss this in a second.)

Comment. This categorifies the representation theory of finite-dimensional algebras.
Main goals. Find the periodic tables of 2-simples , advance the abstract theory.

Ramifications. (Modular) representation theory, categorical algebra,
(higher) category theory, group and semigroup theory.

(B) 2-representation theory in Lie theory.

Comment. Related to various flavors of geometric representation theory.
Main goals. Study classical categories by studying functors acting on them.

Ramifications. Classical and Lie theoretic algebra, (modular)
representation theory, algebraic combinatorics, Kazhdan–Lusztig theory.

(C) 2-representation theory in topology.

Comment. Related to the celebrated link homologies and categorical braid group actions.
Main goals. Find “hidden or higher structures” in 3- or 4-dimensional topology.

Ramifications. Low-dimensional topology, representation theory, quantum Lie theory,
quantum and string physics, homological algebra.
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Applications of the theory

Khovanov & others ∼1999++. Knot homologies are instances of

2-representation theory. Low-dim. topology & Math. Physics

Khovanov–Seidel & others ∼2000++. Faithful 2-modules of braid groups.

Low-dim. topology & Symplectic geometry

Chuang–Rouquier ∼2004. Proof of the Broué conjecture using 2-representation

theory. p-RT of finite groups & Geometry & Combinatorics

Elias–Williamson ∼2012. Proof of the Kazhdan–Lusztig conjecture using ideas

from 2-representation theory. Combinatorics & RT & Geometry

Riche–Williamson ∼2015. Tilting characters using 2-representation theory.

p-RT of reductive groups & Geometry

Many more...

Some of my contributions ot the game. My main ingredient? 2-representation theory.

In topology. Functoriality of Khovanov–Rozansky’s invariants ∼2017.

L′ ∈ R3

L ∈ R3

link
cobordism

functoriality7−−−−−−→

JL′K

JLK

linear
map

(This was conjectured for about 10 years, but seemed infeasible to prove,
and has some impact on 4-dim. topology.)

In quantum algebra. Positivity results for certain canonical/crystal bases. ∼2013.

Our tool—categorical Howe duality—turned out to be very useful.

In Lie theory. Disprove of a conjecture on properties of algebras in category O. ∼2019.

The properties of these algebras are shadows of categorical structures.

In modular RT theory. Fractal structures in Rep(SL2,Fp). ∼2019.

We confirmed that modular representation theory behaves like a discrete dynamical system.
Back

Slogan. Finitary 2-representation theory is the study of algebras via categories.

Let C be a finitary 2-category.

Etingof–Ostrik, Chuang–Rouquier, many others ∼2000++. Higher
representation theory is the useful? study of actions of 2-categories:

M : C −→ End(V),

with V being some finitary category. (Called 2-modules or 2-representations.)

The “atoms” of such an action are called 2-simple.

Mazorchuk–Miemietz ∼2014. All (suitable) 2-modules are built out of 2-simples
(“weak 2-Jordan–Hölder filtration”).

“M (F) = a functor in End(V)”

Main goal of 2-representation theory. Find the periodic table of 2-simples.

Example. (Group-like) C = VecG or Rep(G).
Status. Semisimple, classification of 2-simples well-understood. Example

Comments. VecG can be see as the categorical analog of G .

Example. (Group-like) C = Repsesi
q (g)level n.

Status. Semisimple, finitely many 2-simples,
classification of 2-simples only known for g = SL2, some guesses for general g .

Comments. These categories and their 2-representations arose from quantum physics.

Example. (Semigroup-like) C = Hecke category.
Status. Non-semisimple, we (finally—after 10 years) have now a complete classification

by reducing the problem to the above examples.
Comments. The Hecke category (a categorification of the Hecke algebra)

and its 2-representation play a crucial role in modern mathematics.
Our main result is a categorification of the theory

of representations of Hecke algebras.

Question (“2-representation theory”).

Find the periodic table 2-simples of a fixed finitary 2-category.

In a lot of cases this has a very satisfactory answer.

This is the categorification of

‘Classify all simples a fixed finite-dimensional algebra’,

but much harder, e.g. it really is like
working over Z and non-semisimple.

Applications and ramifications—examples.

The theory generalizes various classical construction as
e.g. representation theory of Hopf algebras.

The theory is intrinsically connected to Lie theory and
modular representation theory, where we proved and disproved several “conjectures”.

The theory has applications in low-dimensional
topology and mathematical physics.

The theory has relations to computational algebra
and a lot of data is collected numerically.

Example

Take away message.

We systematically study abstract 2-analogues of finite-dimensional algebras,
hoping to “unite” the vast theory of 2-representations.
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The map of pure mathematics—my part of it and ramifications.

My research
(Modular)
representa-
tion theory

(Higher)
category theory

Low-
dimensional

topology

Fusion and
modular

categories

Quantum
and classical

Lie theory

Algebraic
combinatorics

Group and
semigroup

theory

Quantum and
string physics

Some honorable mentions.

2-representation theory is a very modern version
of representation theory.

Categorification and positivity
are of importance in cluster theory.

My interest in semigroup theory (cells)
has overlap with ring and ideal theory.

2-representation theory (via modular representation theory)
connects to algebraic number theory and fractal geometry.

Various other connection (topology, category theory, mathematical physics...)
are currently explored.

Today.

A short tour through 2-representation theory (black)

keeping an eye on its ramifications (blue).
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Slogan. Representation theory is group theory in vector spaces.

symmetries of n-gons ⊂ Aut(R2)

−e1

e1

e2

−e2 e1−e2

e2−e1

•

•

•

•

•

•

1
s

t
ts

st

w0

{ }{(
1 0
0 1

)
,

(
−1 0
1 1

)
,

(
1 1
0 −1

)
,

(
0 1
−1 −1

)
,

(
−1 −1
1 0

)
,

(
0 −1
−1 0

)}

1 s t ts st sts=tst
w0

Idea (Coxeter ∼1934++).

Fix a flag F .

Fix a hyperplane H0 permuting
the adjacent 0-cells of F .

Fix a hyperplane H1 permuting
the adjacent 1-cells of F , etc.

This gives a
generator-relation presentation.

The representation theory approach.

Reduce a non-linear problem to questions in linear algebra.

Problem involving
a group action

G X

Problem involving

a linear group action

K[G] KX

Decomposition of

the problem

into simples

“linearize”

new
insights?
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collection (“category”) of modules ! the world

modules ! chemical compounds

simples ! elements

semisimple (e.g. groups & C) ! only trivial compounds

non-semisimple (e.g. semigroups/algebras) ! non-trivial compounds

Main goal of representation theory. Find the periodic table of simples.

Example.

Z/2Z→ End(C2), 0 7→
(

1 0
0 1

)
& 1 7→

(
0 1
1 0

)

Common eigenvectors: (1, 1) and (1,−1) and base change gives

0 7→
(

1 0

0 1

)
& 1 7→

(
1 0

0 −1

)

and the module decomposes.

Example.

C[X ]/(X 2)→ Aut(C2), 1 7→
(

1 0
0 1

)
& X 7→

(
0 1
0 0

)

Common eigenvector: (1, 1) and (1,−1) and base change gives

1 7→
(

1 0
0 1

)
& X 7→

(
0 1
0 0

)

and the module is non-simple, yet does not decompose.

Morally: representation theory of algebra is “rarely” semisimple.
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Categorification in a nutshell

set N

category Vect

1

2

3

6

n

K
K2

K3

K6

Kn

dim.

+

⊕

·

⊗

>

<

sur.

inj.

all n-dim.
vector spaces

V
f

W

A universe itself!

all rank 1
2−1-matrices

K2
g

K

A universe itself!

The point of categorification.

The category Vect has the whole power of linear algebra at hand!

There is nothing comparable for N:
N is just a shadow of Vect.

Slogan. 2-representation theory is group theory in categories.

M
2-module

i 7→M (i)
category

F 7→M (F)
functor

α 7→ M (α)
nat. trafo

M
1-module

i 7→ M(i)
vector space

F 7→M(F)
linear map

m
0-module

i 7→ m(i)
number

categorical module

categorifies

categorifies

categorifies

categorifies

categorifies

What one can hope for.

Problem involving
a group action

G X

Problem involving

a categorical
group action

Decomposition of

the problem

into 2-simples

“categorify”

new
insights?

What I am working on—three flavors of categorical representation theory.

Clearly, there are many ways to go from here. My main paths at the moment:

(A) Finitary 2-representation theory. (I will discuss this in a second.)

Comment. This categorifies the representation theory of finite-dimensional algebras.
Main goals. Find the periodic tables of 2-simples , advance the abstract theory.

Ramifications. (Modular) representation theory, categorical algebra,
(higher) category theory, group and semigroup theory.

(B) 2-representation theory in Lie theory.

Comment. Related to various flavors of geometric representation theory.
Main goals. Study classical categories by studying functors acting on them.

Ramifications. Classical and Lie theoretic algebra, (modular)
representation theory, algebraic combinatorics, Kazhdan–Lusztig theory.

(C) 2-representation theory in topology.

Comment. Related to the celebrated link homologies and categorical braid group actions.
Main goals. Find “hidden or higher structures” in 3- or 4-dimensional topology.

Ramifications. Low-dimensional topology, representation theory, quantum Lie theory,
quantum and string physics, homological algebra.
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Applications of the theory

Khovanov & others ∼1999++. Knot homologies are instances of
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Khovanov–Seidel & others ∼2000++. Faithful 2-modules of braid groups.

Low-dim. topology & Symplectic geometry

Chuang–Rouquier ∼2004. Proof of the Broué conjecture using 2-representation
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Elias–Williamson ∼2012. Proof of the Kazhdan–Lusztig conjecture using ideas
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p-RT of reductive groups & Geometry

Many more...

Some of my contributions ot the game. My main ingredient? 2-representation theory.

In topology. Functoriality of Khovanov–Rozansky’s invariants ∼2017.

L′ ∈ R3

L ∈ R3

link
cobordism

functoriality7−−−−−−→

JL′K

JLK

linear
map

(This was conjectured for about 10 years, but seemed infeasible to prove,
and has some impact on 4-dim. topology.)

In quantum algebra. Positivity results for certain canonical/crystal bases. ∼2013.

Our tool—categorical Howe duality—turned out to be very useful.

In Lie theory. Disprove of a conjecture on properties of algebras in category O. ∼2019.

The properties of these algebras are shadows of categorical structures.

In modular RT theory. Fractal structures in Rep(SL2,Fp). ∼2019.

We confirmed that modular representation theory behaves like a discrete dynamical system.
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Slogan. Finitary 2-representation theory is the study of algebras via categories.

Let C be a finitary 2-category.

Etingof–Ostrik, Chuang–Rouquier, many others ∼2000++. Higher
representation theory is the useful? study of actions of 2-categories:

M : C −→ End(V),

with V being some finitary category. (Called 2-modules or 2-representations.)

The “atoms” of such an action are called 2-simple.

Mazorchuk–Miemietz ∼2014. All (suitable) 2-modules are built out of 2-simples
(“weak 2-Jordan–Hölder filtration”).

“M (F) = a functor in End(V)”

Main goal of 2-representation theory. Find the periodic table of 2-simples.

Example. (Group-like) C = VecG or Rep(G).
Status. Semisimple, classification of 2-simples well-understood. Example

Comments. VecG can be see as the categorical analog of G .

Example. (Group-like) C = Repsesi
q (g)level n.

Status. Semisimple, finitely many 2-simples,
classification of 2-simples only known for g = SL2, some guesses for general g .

Comments. These categories and their 2-representations arose from quantum physics.

Example. (Semigroup-like) C = Hecke category.
Status. Non-semisimple, we (finally—after 10 years) have now a complete classification

by reducing the problem to the above examples.
Comments. The Hecke category (a categorification of the Hecke algebra)

and its 2-representation play a crucial role in modern mathematics.
Our main result is a categorification of the theory

of representations of Hecke algebras.

Question (“2-representation theory”).

Find the periodic table 2-simples of a fixed finitary 2-category.

In a lot of cases this has a very satisfactory answer.

This is the categorification of

‘Classify all simples a fixed finite-dimensional algebra’,

but much harder, e.g. it really is like
working over Z and non-semisimple.

Applications and ramifications—examples.

The theory generalizes various classical construction as
e.g. representation theory of Hopf algebras.

The theory is intrinsically connected to Lie theory and
modular representation theory, where we proved and disproved several “conjectures”.

The theory has applications in low-dimensional
topology and mathematical physics.

The theory has relations to computational algebra
and a lot of data is collected numerically.

Example

Take away message.

We systematically study abstract 2-analogues of finite-dimensional algebras,
hoping to “unite” the vast theory of 2-representations.
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Figure: Quotes from “Theory of Groups of Finite Order” by Burnside. Top: first edition
(1897); bottom: second edition (1911).
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Nowadays representation theory is pervasive across mathematics, and beyond.

But this wasn’t clear at all when Frobenius started it.
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Nowadays representation theory is pervasive across mathematics, and beyond.

But this wasn’t clear at all when Frobenius started it.



Figure: “Über Gruppencharaktere (i.e. characters of groups)” by Frobenius (1896).
Bottom: first published character table.

Note the root of unity ρ!
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An additive, K-linear, idempotent complete, Krull–Schmidt category C is called
finitary if it has only finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects
and the morphism sets are finite-dimensional. A 2-category C with finitely many
objects is finitary if its hom-categories are finitary, ◦h-composition is additive and
linear, and identity 1-morphisms are indecomposable.

A simple transitive 2-module (2-simple) of C is an additive, K-linear 2-functor

M : C →A f(= 2-cat of finitary cats),

such that there are no non-zero proper C -stable ideals.

There is also the notion of 2-equivalence.

Example. (Semi)groups and their representations, quantum groups and their
categorifications and the Hecke category, tensor, fusion and modular categories
(generalizing Hopf algebras), 2-Kac–Moody categories...

Back

Mazorchuk–Miemietz ∼2014.

2-Simples ! simples (e.g. weak 2-Jordan–Hölder filtration),

but their decategorifications are transitive N-modules and usually not simple.

Example.

B-pMod (with B finite-dimensional) is a prototypical object of A f .

A 2-module usually is given by endofunctors on B-pMod.
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Applications of the theory

Khovanov & others ∼1999++. Knot homologies are instances of

2-representation theory. Low-dim. topology & Math. Physics

Khovanov–Seidel & others ∼2000++. Faithful 2-modules of braid groups.

Low-dim. topology & Symplectic geometry

Chuang–Rouquier ∼2004. Proof of the Broué conjecture using 2-representation

theory. p-RT of finite groups & Geometry & Combinatorics

Elias–Williamson ∼2012. Proof of the Kazhdan–Lusztig conjecture using ideas

from 2-representation theory. Combinatorics & RT & Geometry

Riche–Williamson ∼2015. Tilting characters using 2-representation theory.

p-RT of reductive groups & Geometry

Many more...

Some of my contributions ot the game. My main ingredient? 2-representation theory.

In topology. Functoriality of Khovanov–Rozansky’s invariants ∼2017.

L′ ∈ R3

L ∈ R3

link
cobordism

functoriality7−−−−−−→

JL′K

JLK

linear
map

(This was conjectured for about 10 years, but seemed infeasible to prove,
and has some impact on 4-dim. topology.)

In quantum algebra. Positivity results for certain canonical/crystal bases. ∼2013.

Our tool—categorical Howe duality—turned out to be very useful.

In Lie theory. Disprove of a conjecture on properties of algebras in category O. ∼2019.

The properties of these algebras are shadows of categorical structures.

In modular RT theory. Fractal structures in Rep(SL2,Fp). ∼2019.

We confirmed that modular representation theory behaves like a discrete dynamical system.
Back
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Example (Rep(G )).

I Let C = Rep(G ) (G a finite group).

I C is fusion (fiat and semisimple). For any M, N ∈ C , we have M⊗ N ∈ C :

g(m ⊗ n) = gm ⊗ gn

for all g ∈ G ,m ∈ M, n ∈ N. There is a trivial representation 1.

I The regular 2-representationM : C → End(C ):

M //

f

��

M⊗
f⊗
��

N // N⊗

.

I The decategorification is a N-representation, the regular representation.

I The associated (co)algebra object is AM = 1 ∈ C .

Theorem (folklore?).

Completeness. All 2-simples of Rep(G) are of the form V(K , ψ).

Non-redundancy. We have V(K , ψ) ∼= V(K ′, ψ′)
⇔

the subgroups are conjugate or ψ′ = ψg , where ψg (k, l) = ψ(gkg−1, glg−1).
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Example (Rep(G )).

I Let ψ ∈ H2(K ,C∗). Let V(K , ψ) be the category of projective K -modules
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